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Sunnylife N4P-B697 Case for MINI 4 Pro Drone
Looking for  the perfect  case for  your MINI  4 Pro drone? The Sunnylife  N4P-B697 case,  thanks to its  excellent  fit  for  the drone,  gimbal
protection,  wing  stabilizer,  and  controller  with  a  tablet  holder  or  sun  cover,  will  provide  you  with  not  only  safe  storage  but  also
convenient transport.
 
Perfect Fit
The Sunnylife N4P-B697 case has been precisely molded to fit your MINI 4 Pro drone perfectly. You don't have to worry about your drone
moving during transport. The fit ensures full safety of the device.
 
Protection and Convenience
The interior of the case is lined with a soft, touch-friendly material that not only protects your equipment from scratches during transport.
A partition separating the drone from the controller prevents the two devices from knocking into each other.
 
Secure Controller Attachment
The drone controller is held in place by a strong Velcro strap. This means that you don't have to worry about the controller shifting during
transport, ensuring that everything remains in pristine condition.
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Convenient Transport Handle
The  Sunnylife  N4P-B697  case  is  equipped  with  a  sturdy  handle  that  greatly  facilitates  carrying.  You  don't  have  to  worry  about  the
inconvenience of transporting equipment - this case ensures comfort and confidence that your drone is always with you.
 
 
Specifications
Brand Sunnylife Model N4P-B697 Weight 443g Dimensions 270 x 206 x 79mm

Price:

€ 28.50
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